These are just a few of the more than 200 Honors Theses that have been written by Honors Scholars; they are listed here to demonstrate the amazing variety of topics that each writer chose for the thesis. (Our apologies to the many not listed)

John Abdulla  
Rethinking Poverty in Sub-Saharan Africa

Stephanie Argyropoulos  
Greek Shipping

Chelsea Bennett-Goldberg  
Can Small Businesses Survive in a Big Box World?

Holly Bouffard  
The Effects of Caring for a Patient with Alzheimer's Disease

Gina Cakridas  
The Importance of Oral Health

Brittany Capozzi  
Therapeutic Writing: A Remedy for Understanding and Transforming Life Experiences

Marissa Clark  
Anxiety among College Students

Laura Cluff  
A Critical View of Jamaica through a Non-Tourist Lens

Gillian Colbourne  
Adolescent Peer Pressure and Marijuana Use

Mary Craig  
Incarcerated Mothers and their Children

Samantha Crescitelli  
From Baum to Maguire: A Philosophical Look at the Oppression of Women

Meredith Cyr  
Crisis Management

Christian Paris  
The Effects of Electronic Media on Adolescent Behavior

Reske, Kimberly  
Effective Diabetic Lifestyles: Managing Physical and Emotional Complications

Krista Selnau  
The Sexual Objectification of Girls by the Media and its Effect on Girlhood

Duran Vota  
A Growing Interest in a Developing Sport (Rugby) in the U.S.

Stephen Whiteker  
The Roles of the Hero and Anti-Hero in Pop Culture: Their Effect on Present Day Society

Jamie Coughlin  
Spay--Neuter--Release: Humane Management of Feral Cats

Leila Kocen  
Censorship and Regulation in Television

Daria Koudriacheva  
The Hidden Restrictions of the ADA

Jerome Lagos  
Current Challenges of Thermonuclear Fusion

Patricia Miley  
Campbell, Jung, and Potter: An Analytic Review of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone

Robert Millian  
Antisocial Personality Disorder and Serial Killers
Eric Myers  Going Public: SEC Disclosure Requirements and Obligation Requirements of Corporations
W. Wellington Napier  Political Correctness: The Ugly Consequences of Good Intentions
Robert Nickerson  The Constructivist Theory of Education
Lauren DeGrosky  ADHD: NOT a Barrier to Success in College
Jon Boschen  Influences of the Cartoons of the early 1930’s
Marie Hague  A Fourth Wave of Feminism
Ann-Mary Grell  Education the Public about Schizophrenia
Kara Foley  Television and Body Image in Middle Aged Adults
Kasey Richards  Hidden Symbolism in Renaissance and Baroque Paintings
Merica Guillaume  Kompa! An Ethnomusicological Investigation of Indigenous Haitian Music
Erin Campbell  The Effect of Maltreatment on the Development of Children
Andrew Royea  Uses and Gratifications: A Phenomenological Study of Television Viewing Groups on a College Campus
Matthew Bridge  A Psychological Approach to Basketball Coaching
Alex Rote  Fanaticism in Sports Fans
Rachel Terry  Three Christian Views of Harry Potter
Robert Millian  Antisocial Personality Disorder and Serial Killers
Allison Sturchio  Non-profit Organizations and Public Access Television
Jacky Horsley  Newt, Ethics, and the Republican Revolution